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The popular image of Scotland is dominated by widely
recognized elements of Celtic culture. But a significant
non–Celtic influence on Scotland’s history has been
largely ignored for centuries? This book argues that
much of Scotland’s history and culture from 1100
forward is Jewish. The authors provide evidence that
many of the national heroes, villains, rulers, nobles,
traders, merchants, bishops, guild members, burgesses,
and ministers of Scotland were of Jewish descent, their
ancestors originating in France and Spain. Much of the
traditional historical account of Scotland, it is proposed,
rests on fundamental interpretive errors, perpetuated in
order to affirm Scotland’s identity as a Celtic, Christian
society. A more accurate and profound understanding of
Scottish history has thus been buried. The authors’ wideranging research includes examination of census
records, archaeological artifacts, castle carvings,
cemetery inscriptions, religious seals, coinage, burgess
and guild member rolls, noble genealogies, family crests,
portraiture, and geographic place names.
This handbook provides ophthalmologists and trainees
with the latest advances in the rapidly developing field of
OCT Angiography. Beginning with an overview of the
technology and terminology, the next chapter explains
how to perform an OCTA examination. The following
sections describe the pathophysiology, clinical features,
imaging and management techniques for different retinal
disorders. Authored by an internationally recognised
group of experts, led by Professor Bruno Lumbroso, the
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book is highly illustrated with cross sectional and ‘en
face’ OCT images, drawings and tables. This text is
invaluable reading for clinicians learning OCTA
interpretation for routine everyday use and diagnostic
retinal pathologies. Key points Presents latest advances
in field of OCT Angiography Covers pathophysiology,
clinical features, imaging and management techniques
for different retinal disorders Highly illustrated with cross
sectional and ‘en face’ OCT images, drawings and
tables Internationally recognised author team led by
renowned Professor Bruno Lumbroso
At the beginning of the eighteenth century most
European Jews lived in restricted settlements and urban
ghettos, isolated from the surrounding dominant
Christian cultures not only by law but also by language,
custom, and dress. By the end of the century urban,
upwardly mobile Jews had shaved their beards and
abandoned Yiddish in favor of the languages of the
countries in which they lived. They began to participate
in secular culture and they embraced rationalism and
non-Jewish education as supplements to traditional
Talmudic studies. The full participation of Jews in
modern Europe and America would be unthinkable
without the intellectual and social revolution that was the
Haskalah, or Jewish Enlightenment. Unparalleled in
scale and comprehensiveness, The Jewish
Enlightenment reconstructs the intellectual and social
revolution of the Haskalah as it gradually gathered
momentum throughout the eighteenth century. Relying
on a huge range of previously unexplored sources,
Shmuel Feiner fully views the Haskalah as the Jewish
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version of the European Enlightenment and, as such, a
movement that cannot be isolated from broader
eighteenth-century European traditions. Critically, he
views the Haskalah as a truly European phenomenon
and not one simply centered in Germany. He also shows
how the republic of letters in European Jewry provided
an avenue of secularization for Jewish society and
culture, sowing the seeds of Jewish liberalism and
modern ideology and sparking the Orthodox
counterreaction that culminated in a clash of cultures
within the Jewish community. The Haskalah's
confrontations with its opponents within Jewry constitute
one of the most fascinating chapters in the history of the
dramatic and traumatic encounter between the Jews and
modernity. The Haskalah is one of the central topics in
modern Jewish historiography. With its scope, erudition,
and new analysis, The Jewish Enlightenment now
provides the most comprehensive treatment of this major
cultural movement.
Chi ha realmente …"prodotto" l'uomo? Ci siamo
semplicemente evoluti dagli animali, oppure… Chi siamo
e da dove veniamo sono quesiti filosofici che hanno
accomunato pensatori di ogni epoca ed etnia, e le
religioni vi hanno sviluppato sopra le loro teologie. La
scienza, dal canto suo, ci sta "materialmente" lavorando,
ma brancola nel buio poiché, nonostante le evidenze con
le quali si scontra, continua a procedere ignorando la
multidisciplinarietà. Questo libro al contrario, proprio
unendo studi diversi ed apparentemente lontani tra loro,
arriva a presentare un quadro scientifico e storico che
apre una nuova via di pensiero. La ri-scoperta delle
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nostre vere origini è infatti un passaggio obbligato per il
salto evolutivo già iniziato. Dal libro apprendiamo,
assieme a molte altre cose interessanti, che esistono già
molte evidenze di un improvviso cambiamento di alcuni
nostri geni specifici del linguaggio e di altre fondamentali
caratteristiche tipiche dell'attuale umanità. Tali
"mutazioni" (che come si vedrà tali non sono) risultano
realmente inspiegabili secondo la visione
compartimentata e limitante della scienza accademica.
Adottando invece un approccio multidisciplinare, cioè
utilizzando i contributi di diverse discipline, emerge una
stupefacente conclusione che però è appena adombrata
e lasciata al lettore, data la sua importanza.
In un mondo che corre veloce, spesso ci manca il fiato e
ci sentiamo fuori luogo. Avvertiamo la mancanza di
tempo per metabolizzare ciò che accade così
repentinamente, e l'angoscia e la vertigine di non essere
al passo con i tempi ci assale. E luce sia sia! è il tempo
che ritorna tempo a nostro servizio; è aiutare la nostra
mente, soprattutto il nostro corpo, a metabolizzare il tutto
e a renderlo cibo prelibato per la nostra interiorità. Una
interiorità felice è un corpo e una mente felice.
This is the first translation with commentary of selections
from The Zohar, the major text of the Kabbalah, the
Jewish mystical tradition. This work was written in 13thcentury Spain by Moses de Leon, a Spanish scholar.
This work has been selected by scholars as being
culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of
civilization as we know it. This work is in the public
domain in the United States of America, and possibly
other nations. Within the United States, you may freely
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copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or
corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work.
Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is
important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and
made generally available to the public. To ensure a
quality reading experience, this work has been proofread
and republished using a format that seamlessly blends
the original graphical elements with text in an easy-toread typeface. We appreciate your support of the
preservation process, and thank you for being an
important part of keeping this knowledge alive and
relevant.
A collection of blessings, poems, meditations, and rituals
presented in English and Hebrew offers a traditional
perspective to weekday, Sabbath, and New Moon
festival observances
This deeply imaginative and wide-ranging book shows
how, since the first centuries of the Christian era,
gentiles have associated Jews with noise. Ruth
HaCohen focuses her study on a "musical libel"--a
variation on the Passion story that recurs in various
forms and cultures in which an innocent Christian boy is
killed by a Jew in order to silence his "harmonious
musicality." In paying close attention to how and where
this libel surfaces, HaCohen covers a wide swath of
western cultural history, showing how entrenched
aesthetic-theological assumptions have persistently
defined European culture and its internal moral and
political orientations.Ruth HaCohen combines in her
comprehensive analysis the perspectives of musicology,
literary criticism, philosophy, psychology, and
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anthropology, tracing the tensions between Jewish
"noise" and idealized Christian "harmony" and their
artistic manifestations from the high Middle Ages through
Nazi Germany and beyond. She concludes her book with
a passionate and moving argument for humanizing
contemporary soundspaces.
From tales of Adam, Moses, and other biblical figures, to
the fall of Lucifer and the quarrel of the sun and moon,
an anthology of Jewish myth presents seven hundred
key stories and through extensive commentary places
them in context with the literature of the world.
The acclaimed author presents “three passionate
lectures about the state of politics in Israel” in this
“humorous, mournful, enraged, and uplifting” volume
(Kirkus). A National Jewish Book Award Finalist Israeli
author Amos Oz has won numerous awards for his
novels capturing the cultural and political complexities of
his country, including the Frankfurt Peace Prize, the
Primo Levi Prize, and the National Jewish Book Award.
But these essays on the universal nature of fanaticism
and its possible cures, on the Jewish roots of humanism
and the need for a secular pride in Israel, and on the
geopolitical standing of Israel in the wider Middle East
and internationally, “may contain his most urgent
message yet.” (Ruth Eglash, Washington Post). These
essays were written, Oz states, “first and foremost” for
his grandchildren: they are a patient, learned telling of
history, religion, and politics, to be thumbed through and
studied, clung to even, as we march toward an uncertain
future. “Concise, evocative . . . Dear Zealots is not just a
brilliant book of thoughts and ideas—it is a depiction of
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one man’s struggle, who for decades has insisted on
keeping a sharp, strident and lucid perspective in the
face of chaos and at times of madness.” —David
Grossman, winner of the Man Booker International Prize
Reference The text of this brochure was published in
“The Powers of Thought” (N° 224 of the Izvor
Collection) 'Never forget that it is by your meditations
that you allow your inner Self to express itself and reach
its full flowering. This is the means by which you can
release this mysterious, subtle being so that it can gaze
on all that exists in infinite space and then reproduce it
on the physical plane. Of course, we are practically
never conscious of the realities that this being gazes on,
but if we continue to do these exercises regularly and
often, little by little they will reach our consciousness and
constitute an inner treasure that will always be with us.’
Omraam Mikhaël Aïvanhov
Proves God's divine authorship through mathematical
formulas.
The first comprehensive, fully-illustrated approach to the
voice that explains the anatomy and mechanics in
detailed yet down-to-earth terms, for voice users and
professionals of all kinds This book is the first to explain,
in clear and concise language, the anatomy and
mechanics of the mysterious and complex bodily system
we call the voice. Beautifully illustrated with more than
100 detailed images, Anatomy of the Voice guides voice
teachers and students, vocal coaches, professional
singers and actors, and anyone interested in the voice
through the complex landscape of breathing, larynx,
throat, face, and jaw. Theodore Dimon, an internationally
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recognized authority on the subject, as well as an expert
in the Alexander Technique, makes unfamiliar terrain
accessible and digestible by describing each vocal
system in short, manageable sections and explaining
complex terminology. The topics he covers include ribs,
diaphragm, and muscles of breathing; the intrinsic
musculature of the larynx, its structure and action; the
suspensory muscles of the throat; the face and jaw; the
tongue and palate; and the evolution and function of the
larynx.
Designed to complement Robbins and Cotran Pathologic
Basis of Disease, 9th Edition and Robbins Basic
Pathology, 9th Edition, the full-color Robbins and Cotran
Atlas of Pathology offers more than 1,500 outstanding
illustrations that vividly depict the most common
diseases covered in pathology courses and USMLE
exams. It's a quick visual reference or review for
students and professionals alike. Quickly compare gross,
microscopic, and radiologic images with examples of
normal organs and tissues. Review just the key
information you need to know with help from extensive
legends that provide convenient summarizations.
Understand the correlation between pathology and
clinical history, physical exam findings, and clinical
laboratory tests. Visualize key pathologic findings with
crystal clarity through over 400 new or updated images.
Study effectively with this unique companion product! All
chapters have been reviewed and revised to reflect the
new content found in Robbins and Cotran Pathologic
Basis of Disease, 9th Edition (ISBN:
978-1-4557-2613-4).
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"When Jean Louis Ska's Introduzione alla lettura del
Pentateuco was first published in Italy, it was quickly
hailed as the most attractive and usable introduction to
the Pentateuch to appear in modern times. Because of
its strengths, it was soon translated into French. The
English translation published by Eisenbrauns has been
completely reviewed and updated (including the
bibliography) by Ska. Among the book's many strengths
are its close attention to the ways in which modern
cultural history has affected Pentateuchal interpretation,
attention to providing the kinds of examples that are
helpful to students, presentation of a good balance
between the history of interpretation and the data of the
text, and the clarity of Ska's writing. For both students
and scholars, many consider this book the best
contemporary introduction to the
Pentateuch."--Publisher's website.
"Published on the occasion of the exibition RUSSIA!
Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum, New York
September 16, 2005-January 11, 2006"--T.p. verso.
This book describes the philosophy and the use of
Aleister Crowley's Thoth Tarot, a deck of Tarot cards
designed by Crowley and co-designed and painted by
Lady Frieda Harris. The Thoth Tarot has become one of
the best-selling and most popular Tarot Decks in the
world. It is also one of the most original interpretations of
the tarot, incorporating astrological, numerological,
Egyptian, and Qabalistic symbolism. While there are
many other useful guides to this famous tarot deck, there
are no others that explain the deck in its designer's own
words. The book is divided into four major parts: * Part
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One: The Theory Of The Tarot. * Part Two: The Atu
(Keys or Trumps). * Part Three: The Court Cards. * Part
Four: The Small Cards. Part One is further divided into
three chapters; Part Two into two chapters and an
appendix; Part Three into one chapter; and Part Four
into one chapter. The book includes a list of plates
depicting the Tarot cards as seen by Crowley and Harris.
For centuries, Jews have been accused of something
called "blood libel" or "ritual murder": the killing of nonJews, often children, to use their blood in bizarre
religious ceremonies or to make food. For centuries, this
has been denied by Jews. But in fact there may be some
truth to such claims after all.
Over the last hundred years, in Africa and the United
States, through a variety of religious encounters, some
black African societies adopted – or perhaps
rediscovered – a Judaic religious identity. African Zion
grows out of a joined interest in these diversified
encounters with Judaism, their common substrata and
divergences, their exogenous or endogenous
characteristics, the entry or re-entry of these people into
the contemporary world as Jews and the necessity of
reshaping the standard accounts of their collective
experience. In various loci the bonds with Judaism of
black Jews were often forged in the harshest
circumstances and grew out of experiences of slavery,
exile, colonial subjugation, political ethnic conflicts and
apartheid. For the African peoples who identify as Jews
and with other Jews, identification with biblical Israel
assumes symbolical significance. This book presents the
way in which the religious identification of African
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American Jews and African black Jews – “real”, ideal or
imaginary – has been represented, conceptualized and
reconfigured over the last century or so. These essays
grow out of a concern to understand Black encounters
with Judaism, Jews and putative Hebrew/Israelite origins
and are intended to illuminate their developments in the
medley of race, ethnicity, and religion of the African and
African American religious experience. They reflect the
geographical and historic mosaic of black Judaism,
permeated as it is with different “meanings”, both
contemporary and historical.
Ask Dr. Mueller captures the glamour and grittiness of
Cookie Mueller's life and times. Here are previously
unpublished stories - wacky as they are enlightening along with favorites from Walking Through Clear Water
in a Pool Painted Black and other publications. Also the
best of Cookie's art columns from Details magazine, and
the funniest of her advice columns from the East Village
Eye, on everything from homeopathic medicine to how to
cut your cocaine with a healthy substance. This
collection is as much an autobiography as it is a map of
downtown New York in the early ?80s - that moment
before Bright Lights, Big City, before the art world
exploded, before New York changed into a yuppie
metropolis, while it still had a glimmer of bohemian life.
The overwhelming majority of Americans believe in God; this
conviction has existed since the beginning of recorded time
and is shared by billions around the world. In The God Gene,
Dr. Dean Hamer reveals that this inclination towards religious
faith is in good measure due to our genes and may even offer
an evolutionary advantage by helping us get through
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difficulties, reducing stress, preventing disease, and
extending life. Popular science at its best, The God Gene is
an in-depth, fully accessible inquiry into cutting-edge research
that can change the way we see ourselves and the world
around us. Written with balance, integrity, and admirable
scientific objectivity, this is a book for readers of science and
religion alike.
Gerald K. Stone has collected books about Canadian Jewry
since the early 1980s. This volume is a descriptive catalog of
his Judaica collection, comprising nearly 6,000 paper or
electronic documentary resources in English, French, Yiddish,
and Hebrew. Logically organized, indexed, and selectively
annotated, the catalog is broad in scope, covering Jewish
Canadian history, biography, religion, literature, the
Holocaust, antisemitism, Israel and the Middle East, and
more. An introduction by Richard Menkis discusses the
significance of the Catalog and collecting for the study of the
Jewish experience in Canada. An informative bibliographical
resource, this book will be of interest to scholars and students
of Canadian and North American Jewish studies.
Rome Sketchbook transports the reader to the magnificent
centre of ancient Europe, the home of breathtaking
cityscapes and inspiring architecture such as the Trevi
Fountain and St Peters Basilica. Inspired by this hub of art
and historical heritage, Fabrice Moireau, the artist behind
some of the other books in this acclaimed series which has
covered such cities as Paris, London,Venice and Amsterdam
presents a timeless collection of watercolour paintings and
sketches that will be equally delightful to those already
familiar with the city as well as visitors discovering it for the
very first time. From glorious monuments to intimate street
scenes, Moireaus deft brushstrokes beautifully capture the
atmosphere of the eclectic, romantic and vibrant Italian
capital.
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The Globalization of Internationalization is a timely text which
gives voice to emerging perspectives as an increasing range
of countries engage in the process of internationalization. The
pressure to internationalize cannot be ignored by institutions
anywhere in today’s world, yet the dominant paradigms in
the conception of internationalization traditionally come from
the English-speaking world and Western Europe. This book
sets out to offer alternative viewpoints. Different dimensions
and interpretations of internationalization in countries and
regions whose perspectives have received little attention to
date provide food for thought, and help to broaden
understanding of its application in alternative contexts.
Combining diverse perspectives from around the world, this
new volume in the Internationalization in Higher Education
series seeks answers to key questions such as: What are the
main characteristics of internationalization viewed from
different cultural and regional backgrounds and how do they
differ from traditional models such as in Western Europe,
North America and Australasia? What issues in different
global contexts have an impact on internationalization
processes? What are the key challenges and obstacles
encountered in developing innovative and non-traditional
models of internationalization? With contributions from worldrenowned international authors, and perspectives from
countries and contexts seen only rarely in the literature, The
Globalization of Internationalization offers distinctive
overviews and insights while exploring a range of thematic
and regional issues arising from these considerations. This
will be essential reading both as an academic resource and a
practical manual for university leaders, academics, higher
education policy advisers and non-governmental
organizations which fund higher education.
The debates on gender and sexuality are widespread today.
Many claim that a cultural war is being waged between
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“conservatives” who uphold the time-honored values of
family and sexuality and “liberals” who promote an agenda to
redefine these traditional roles. Since the public is often
uninformed about the science and philosophical currents
undergirding the questions of gender and sexuality, the
Pontifical Athenaeum Regina Apostolorum organized an
academic symposium in Rome to shed light on the debate.
This book gathers the insights of that symposium, which
integrated the disciplines of medicine, neuroscience,
psychology, psychiatry, history, philosophy, moral theology,
biblical studies, law, bioethics, and pedagogy. This work is
aimed at Catholics and all those who seek a more profound
understanding of one of today’s most important topics. In the
personalist approach of bioethics, the natural law tradition
distinguishes the person from his or her acts. In the case of
same-sex attractions, the Church teaches clearly that the
inclination is not in itself sinful, and that persons with such
attractions are deserving of respect and compassion in
accord with their full human dignity. Nonetheless, same-sex
acts are not natural or ordered. The Church strives to build
bridges with the LGBT community by fostering a relationship
of compassion, sensitivity, and mutual respect. However, real
bridges also require honesty and openness to the truths that
pertain to human sexuality, procreation, the family, and the
education of future generation.
This introduction to the gnostic scriptures takes a look at the
theology, religious atmosphere and literary traditions of
ancient Christianity and Hellenistic Judaism.
This is a unique collection of excerpts from a man whose
wisdom has earned him devoted students in North America
and the world over. Michael Laitman is a scientist, a
Kabbalist, and a great thinker who presents ancient wisdom
in a compelling style. Written in a unique and metaphorical
language, this book speaks to us in a sincere, yet thoughtPage 14/19
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provoking manner while answering the deepest questions all
humans have asked. When life gets out of hand, when we
need a moment to reflect and to be alone with our thoughts,
this book will help us rediscover our inner compass. This
book does not profess to teach Kabbalah, but rather gently
introduces ideas from the teaching. The Point in the Heart is
a window to a new perception. As the author himself testifies
to the wisdom of Kabbalah, "It is a science of emotion, a
science of pleasure. You are welcome to open and to taste".
In Kabbalah, the heart is a symbol of our desire to enjoy. And
the point in the heart is that special, intimate moment when
we ask ourselves about our purpose for being here. It is that
time when we pause and reflect on what lies beyond the
incessant "gadget-chase" and ask not if we really need them,
but why is it that we want them in the first place. In Laitmans
own words, this is "the beginning of the soul, the first step
toward revealing love". When you need a light in the dark, this
book will be your candle.
Analyzes the degree of assimilation of the Spanish
Conversos based on Jewish perceptions as reflected in
responsa and in polemical and exegetical Jewish literature of
the time (1391-1481). Rejects the present-day view that many
Conversos were Judaizers, arguing that, on the contrary,
most of them were at different stages of assimilation and
Christianization and were even tinged with anti-Judaism.
Stresses that in fact the majority of the Spanish Jewish
community converted (forcibly or not), and the remaining
Jews, a minority, felt uncertainty as to the Jewishness of the
Conversos, considering as a crypto-Jew (or "anuss") only a
Converso who respected Jewish precepts in private and who
tried to leave Spain in order to return to Judaism. The fact
that most Conversos did neither shows that most of them
abandoned Judaism, and that the Inquisition's persecution
campaign was held not on religious but on racial and political
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grounds, meant to destroy a successfully competing social
group.
This new paperback edition brings together volumes one and
two of Buber's classic work Takes of the Hasidim, with a new
foreword by Chaim Potok. Martin Buber devoted forty years of
his life to collecting and retelling the legends of Hasidim.
"Nowhere in the last centuries," wrote Buber in Hasidim and
Modern Man, "has the soul-force of Judaism so manifested
itself as in Hasidim... Without an iota being altered in the law,
in the ritual, in the traditional life-norms, the long-accustomed
arose in a fresh light and meaning." These marvelous
tales—terse, vigorous, often cryptic—are the true texts of
Hasidim. The hasidic masters, of whom these tales are told,
are full-bodied personalities, yet their lives seem almost
symbolic. Through them is expressed the intensity and holy
joy whereby God becomes visible in everything.
Professor Albright speaks to a new generation of scholars
through this reprint of his classic work contrasting Israelite
and Canaanite religions. The five chapters were originally
presented as seven lectures and discuss Poetry and Prose,
the Patriarchal Background, Canaanite Religion in the Early
Bronze Age, the Struggle between Yahweh and the Gods of
Canaan, and the Religious Cultures of Israel and Phoenicia.
The noted historian John Keegan called World War II "the
largest single event in human history." More than sixty years
after it ended, that war continues to shape our world. Going
far beyond accounts of the major battles, The Library of
Congress World War II Companion examines, in a unique
and engaging manner, this devastating conflict, its causes,
conduct, and aftermath. It considers the politics that shaped
the involvement of the major combatants; military leadership
and the characteristics of major Allied and Axis armed
services; the weaponry that resulted in the war's
unprecedented destruction, as well as debates over the use
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of these weapons; the roles of resistance groups and
underground fighters; war crimes; daily life during wartime;
the uses of propaganda; and much more. Drawn from the
unparalleled collections of the institution that has been called
"America's Memory," The Library of Congress World War II
Companion includes excerpts from contemporary letters,
journals, pamphlets, and other documents, as well as firstperson accounts recorded by the Library of Congress
Veterans History Project. The text is complemented by more
than 150 illustrations. Organized into topical chapters (such
as "The Media War," "War Crimes and the Holocaust," and
two chapters on "Military Operations" that cover the important
battles), the book also include readers to navigate through
the rich store of information in these pages. Filled with facts
and figures, information about unusual aspects of the war,
and moving personal accounts, this remarkable volume will
be indispensable to anyone who wishes to understand the
World War II era and its continuing reverberations.
Kabbalah has always been considered an occult, mystery
science and known only to a few initiates. But the Kabbalah is
life, it describes life, what we live every day and penetrates
into it making it fascinating and clear in our footsteps. And
then, can life, ours, be dark, mysterious and known only to a
select few? I guess not! Those who seek, seek until they find.
When they find, they will be moved (Gospel of Thomas 2).
This book is an introduction to Kabbalah through the
experiences we have every day, in all their facets and in all
their unpredictabilities. Page after page, we will realize that
Kabbalah is not a world distant from us or a science distant
from us, but close to us. Because it is we who are science
and world and the foundation of Kabbalah itself. And
therefore everyone is a living Kabbalah, even if he does not
know or believe it.
Some 230 writers are included, and for each the compiler has
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provided, in addition to a publication history, a brief summary
of educational background, occupation, and honors and
awards obtained. The most important feature of any work of
this kind is the careful selection of those names to be
included. Foster has chosen well. . . . Inclusion of lesserknown authors makes this volume useful. Choice This new
biobibliographical guide identifies known and little known
Southern black writers to 1953, many of whom have received
scant critical attention over the years. A large number of the
works of early Southern black creative writers did not reach a
wide audience because they were privately printed or simply
not considered worthy of note. Yet their contributions form an
important part of the Southern literary heritage. Each of these
writers is summarized in a brief biographical sketch that
includes place of residence in the South, vocation/occupation,
and identification by genre, as well as a listing of creative
writings and publications in which they originally appeared.
An insightful introduction perspective.
Part ethnography, part history, and part memoir, this volume
chronicles the complex past and dynamic present of an
ancient Mizrahi community. While intimately tied to the
Central Asian landscape, the Jews of Bukhara have also
maintained deep connections to the wider Jewish world. As
the community began to disperse after the fall of the Soviet
Union, Alanna E. Cooper traveled to Uzbekistan to document
Jewish life before it disappeared. Drawing on ethnographic
research there as well as among immigrants to the US and
Israel, Cooper tells an intimate and personal story about what
it means to be Bukharan Jewish. Together with her historical
research about a series of dramatic encounters between
Bukharan Jews and Jews in other parts of the world, this
lively narrative illuminates the tensions inherent in maintaining
Judaism as a single global religion over the course of its long
and varied diaspora history.
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